In a recent paper by Goffman and Loughlin [3] strong and weak variations were defined, and the strong and weak variation dimensions of Brownian motion were shown to be 2 with probability one. The definitions and proofs given in that paper do not immediately generalize to multiparameter
Brownian motion.
The purpose of this paper is to find appropriate definitions of strong and weak variations and, using a previous result on the Hausdorff dimensions of Brownian motion (see the appendix for a summary of the proof), to show for /V-parameter Brownian motion in ^-dimensional space, both the strong and weak variation dimensions are 2/V with probability one. Here | ' | is the Euclidean norm. Then either Vs{X) = °° for all fi > 1, VS{X) < <*, for all p > 1, or there p * -P is a unique p > 1 such that V5(X) < oo for all q > p and VS(X) = oo for all q < p. This gives the strong variation dimension of X, dim (X), which is oo, I, and p, respectively, in the three cases.
Theorem 1. For X = Ww-d\ dims(X) = 2/V with probability one.
Proof. This follows immediately from two known properties of IP But the Hausdorff ¿»-measure of X^/y is not greater than lim,^oo2,.{8{XAk))p, so dim0(X) > dimH(Xy/y).
To show dimQ(X) < dim^íX^^) it suffices to show that for each p, and define the weak p-variation of X to be V"¡{X) =inf[Vtp, X, {7Tfe}): \nk\ satisfies some parameter of regularity!.
(Different sequences of partitions may have different parameters of regularity.) As before, the weak p-variation yields a weak variation dimension of X dim (X). i-i/* rz < lira sup 2dM1~l/p \T {Sk)dp
dp I would like to thank Professor Casper Goffman for suggesting this problem.
Appendix. The following theorem generalizes results of S. J. Taylor [6] , [7] , P.
Levy [A]
, and A. S. Besicovitch and H. D. Ursell [2] , and the proof is summarized here in three parts. 
